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Theoretical foundations of quantum measurement and control

› “SLH” formalism is a theoretical framework for describing continuous
quantum measurements that has many applications to physics
Unitary evolution:
quantum stochastic differential equations
quantum conditional
expectation

quantum average
(partial trace)
classical averaging
Open system dynamics:
quantum master equations

Quantum filtering:
states conditioned on measurement

› One can ask about the applications to physics of this theory
Diagram from Matt James’s talk
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Open system Hamiltonians
Can write down a theoretical model for the following schematic
system

Drive

Drive

Dipole radiation
(backward)

Dipole radiation
(forward)
Other dissipation

Diagram could refer to superconducting qubit coupled to a
microwave transmission line, light beams coupled to an optical
parametric amplifier, resonance fluorescence of a single ion trapped
in free space…
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CPB qubit coupled to transmission line
For example by combining classical circuit theory with canonical
quantisation and the theory of Josephson junctions one gets the
following model for a Cooper pair box qubit and transmission line

Microwave drive

Microwave drive

Dipole radiation
(backward)

Z

Dipole radiation
(forward)
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Input fields
› Interaction picture Hamiltonian is as follows
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› The approximation is just the rotating wave approximation
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Input fields
› Interaction picture Hamiltonian is as follows
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› The approximation is just the rotating wave approximation
› Picture of modes of the electromagnetic field interacting sequentially
› Or mathematically commutativity of input fields at different times
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Input-Output Theory
› Gardiner and Collett argued that in the Markov, rotating wave and second
order perturbation theory approximations the unitary dynamics of this
system approaches the white noise limit described by Hudson
Parthasarathy QSDEs
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› Of particular importance was a correct treatment of the interference
between reflected and emitted light
› Associated with this is the ability to correctly calculate correlation functions
for homodyne detection, for example.
› This finally resolved a period of some confusion in the calculation of
homodyne spectra for the optical parametric amplifier
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Input-Output Theory
› Gardiner and Collett argued that in the Markov, rotating wave and second
order perturbation theory approximations the unitary dynamics of this
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› Of particular importance was a correct treatment of the interference
between reflected and emitted light
› Associated with this is the ability to correctly calculate correlation functions
for homodyne detection, for example.
› This finally resolved a period of some confusion in the calculation of
homodyne spectra for the optical parametric amplifier
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Input output

Input field
Output field

Input field
Output field

Other dissipation

Input-output theory captures interference at boundaries according
to our classical intuition.
Output light from a optical parametric amplifier can be very
squeezed.
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Input-Output theory: Rigorous statement
› For a precise statement of this see Accardi, Gough and Lu (arxiv:
1212.6679)
› In the van Hove limit the interaction picture time evolution approaches the
solution to the QSDE in the sense of equality of matrix elements on
exponential vectors (coherent state pulses)
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› Note that whatever way you think about it the Markov limit doesn’t
accurately describe dynamics on timescales like !0
› Applicability often requires a high Q resonance
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(ideally an infinite number of identically prepared quantum systems) using density operators. This description
was completely sufficient for the first 60 years of the
“Quantum
mechanics
is a statistical
theory”
existence of quantum
mechanics
because
it was generally regarded as completely impossible to observe and
manipulate single-quantum systems. For example,
Schrödinger (1952) wrote
. . . we never experiment with just one electron or atom or
(small) molecule. In thought experiments we sometimes
assume that we do; this invariably entails ridiculous consequences. . . . . In the first place it is fair to state that we
are not experimenting with single particles, any more than
we can raise Ichthyosauria in the zoo.
This (rather extreme) opinion was challenged by a remarkable idea of Dehmelt, which he first made public in
1975 (Dehmelt, 1975, 1982). Schroedinger,
He considered the1952
problem
of high-precision spectroscopy, where one wants to measure the transition frequency of an optical transition as
accurately as possible, e.g., by observing the resonance
fluorescence from that transition as part (say) of an
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Single-Shot Quantum Measurements: Electron-Shelving

M. B. Plenio and P. L. Knight: Quantum-jump approach to dissipative dynamics . . .
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assumed that the strong 0$1 transition is driven to
saturation. They consequently simplify their rate equations, introducing the probabilities P 1 of being in the
102
M. B. Plenio and P. L. Knight: Quantum-jump approach to dissipative dynamics . . .
metastable state and P 2 of being in the strongly fluoThis article reviews the various quantum-jump ap- rescing 0$1 transition. This simplification now allows
proaches developed over the past few years. We focus the description of the resonance fluorescence to be reon the theoretical description of basic dynamics and on
simple instructive examples rather than the application duced to that of a two-state random telegraph process.
Either the atomic population is in the levels 0 and 1, and
to numerical simulation methods.
Some of the topics covered here can also be found in therefore the ion is strongly radiating (on), or the popuearlier summaries (Erber et al., 1989; Cook, 1990;
lation rests in the metastable level 2, and no fluoresMo” lmer and Castin, 1996; Srinivas, 1996) and more recent summer school lectures (Mo” lmer, 1994; Zoller and cence is observed (off). They then proceed to calculate
the distributions for the lengths of bright and dark periGardiner, 1995; Knight and Garraway, 1996).
ods and find that their distribution is Poissonian. Their
II. INTERMITTENT FLUORESCENCE
analysis, which we have outlined very briefly here, is of
course very much simplified in many respects. The most
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Theoretical efforts
› Clearly the statistics of bright and dark periods can be calculated!
› Clearly the state of the system conditioned on fluorescence can be readily
understood!
› Read review by Plenio and Knight for an account of developments
Cook and Kimble 1985
Javaneinen 1986
Cohen-Tannoudji and Dalibard 1986
Zoller, Marte, Walls 1987
Carmichael, Singh, Vyas, Rice 1989
Hegerfeldt and Wilser 1991
Dalibard, Molmer, Castin 1992
Carmichael 1993
Gardiner, Parkins, Zoller 1992
Wiseman and Milburn 1993

Photon statistics

Quantum trajectories
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Concept of a quantum trajectory

Interact one at a time

undergo projective
measurement
Harmonic oscillators
representing input field
approach system
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rature (Q) contains the final measurement signal.
We obtain Rabi oscillations with the cavity continuously excited at
vr/2p 5 7.2749 GHz (vr < vc 2 x) with a mean cavity photon occupation (!
n) that controls the measurement strength (see Supplementary
!). The Rabi drive at the a.c.
Information, section II, for calibration of n
Stark-shifted25 qubit frequency (v01 {2x!
n) is turned on for a fixed
duration, tm. The amplitude is adjusted to yield a Rabi frequency of
VR/2p 5 3 MHz. First we average 104 measurement traces to obtain a
conventional ensemble-averaged Rabi oscillation trace (Fig. 2a). Even
though the qubit is continuously oscillating between its ground and
excited states, the oscillation phase diffuses, primarily owing to measurement back-action. As a result, the averaged oscillation amplitude decays
over time, but the frequency domain response retains a signature of these
oscillations26. We Fourier-transform the individual measurement traces
and plot the averaged spectrum (Fig. 2b, blue trace). A peak, centred at
3 MHz and with a full-width at half-maximum of C/2p, is observed and
remains unchanged even when tm is much longer than the decay time of
the ensemble-averaged oscillations. A plot of C/2p for different mea!) is shown in Fig. 2c. As expected in the
surement strengths (in units of n
! are linearly related25. The vertical offset is
dispersive regime, C and n
dominated by pure environmental dephasing, Cenv/2p, but has contributions from qubit relaxation (T1) and thermal excitation into higher
qubit levels; more details can be found in Supplementary Information,
sections II and IV(C).
The ratio of the height of the Rabi spectral peak to the height of the
noise floor has a theoretical maximum value of four27, corresponding
to an ideal measurement with overall efficiency g 5 1. For our set-up,
this efficiency can be separated into two contributions as g 5 gdetgenv.
The detector efficiency is given by gdet 5 (112nadd)21, with nadd being
the number of noise photons added by the amplification chain. The

CQ) . The best measurement efficiency we obtain experimentally is
g 5 0.40, with gdet 5 0.46 and genv 5 0.87; more details can be found
in Supplementary Information, section III.
We now discuss the quantum feedback protocol, which is motivated
by the classical phase-locked loop used for stabilizing an oscillator. The
amplified quadrature is multiplied by a Rabi reference signal with frequency V0/2p 5 3 MHz using an analogue multiplier (Fig. 1d). The
output of this multiplier is low-pass-filtered and yields a signal proportional to the sine of the phase difference, herr, between the 3-MHz
reference and the 3-MHz component of the amplified quadrature.
This ‘phase error’ signal is fed back to control the Rabi frequency VR
by modulating the Rabi drive strength with an upconverting IQ mixer
(Fig. 1a). The amplitude of the reference signal controls the dimensionless feedback gain, F, through the expression Vfb/VR 5 2Fsin(herr),
where Vfb is the change in Rabi frequency due to feedback. Figure 2d
shows the ensemble-averaged, feedback-stabilized oscillation, which
persists for much longer than the original oscillation in Fig. 2a. In fact,
within the limits imposed by our maximum data acquisition time of
20 ms, these oscillations persist indefinitely. The red trace in Fig. 2b
shows the corresponding averaged spectra. The needle-like peak at
3 MHz is the signature of the stabilized Rabi oscillations.
To confirm the quantum nature of the feedback-stabilized oscillations,
we perform state tomography on the qubit28. We stabilize the dynamical
qubit state, stop the feedback and Rabi driving after a fixed time (80 ms 1
ttomo after starting the Rabi drive), and then measure the projection of
the quantum state along one of three orthogonal axes. This is done using
!) with high single-shot fidelity11.
strong measurements (by increasing n
This allows us to remove any data points where the qubit was found in
the second excited state (Supplementary Information, section IV(C)).
By repeating this many times, we can determine ÆsXæ, ÆsYæ and ÆsZæ,

Applications

› This theory has found many applications to systems in AMO physics
where components of it are very widely used. Also to circuit QED and
optomechanics…
› The theory has been very useful for describing feedback in particular, but
also detector inefficiency, finite detector bandwidth, coupling to
unmeasured baths, many experimental imperfections that might arise
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Figure 2 | Rabi oscillations and feedback. a, We average 104 measurement
traces using weak continuous measurement and simultaneous Rabi driving to
obtain ensemble-averaged Rabi oscillations that decay in time as a result of
ensemble dephasing. b, Averaged Fourier transforms of the individual
measurement traces from a. The spectrum shows a peak at the Rabi frequency
(blue trace) with a full-width at half-maximum of C/2p. The grey trace shows
an identically prepared spectrum for the squeezed quadrature (multiplied by 20
for clarity), which contains no qubit state information. c, C/2p plotted as a

expected linear dependence. The vertical offset is dominated by pure
environmental dephasing, Cenv/2p, but has contributions from qubit relaxation
(T1) and thermal excitation into higher qubit levels. d, Feedback-stabilized,
ensemble-averaged Rabi oscillations, which persist for much longer times than
those without feedback (a). The corresponding spectrum, shown in b, has a
needle-like peak at the Rabi reference frequency (red trace). The slowly
changing mean level in the Rabi oscillation traces in a and d is due to the
thermal transfer of population into the second excited state of the qubit. See
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Beyond second order
› Many physicists are allergic to the set of approximations that are used to
reach this theory
› There are many alternative methods for dealing with open quantum
systems that do not necessarily make these approximations, but usually
no analog of the conditioned state is available (eg Leggett et al Rev Mod
Phys)
› My prejudice is that this theory is too useful to ignore and more widely
applicable than is usually appreciated
› However important insights as to how to proceed may be gained from
some of these alternative approaches
› For example the model we have discussed corresponds to the “anisotropic
Kondo model” and has been very widely studied.
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Some higher order approaches
› There is a literature on studying our model using more sophisticated
techniques
› One approach is to use results that flow from the integrability and hence
Bethe ansatz solution of the model. See for example papers by Shanhui
Fan and collaborators. Another important keywords might be “quantum
impurity model” and “boundary conformal field theory”
› LeClair, Lesage, Lukyanov and Saleur have shown that even for fairly
large coupling the resonance can be Lorentzian near the central frequency
with modified parameters. Their model thinks about taking a limit of the
scattering of solitons off the defect. (See also Le Hur, and Devoret and
collaborators)
› They find the following expression for the width of the resonance
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Toward Controllable Markov Approximation
› The detector should be located well away from the system and there will
be an approximation where these modes approximately commute close to
some central frequency, as before, and can be described in a white noise
limit.
› The times of these output fields will only label arrival at the detector,
interaction at the system will be at some indefinite time, cf current situation
› Is it possible to write a conditioned state for the system under these
circumstances?
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